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Start construction of walkway on the slope
The municipality has started digging a trench on the slope next to the cycle path
towards the cycle bridge. There is no footpath next to the cycle path at this location,
with the result that pedestrians often walk on the cycle path. To put an end to this
unsafe situation, the municipality is constructing a footpath here. Preparatory work is
now being done. The footpath will be constructed at the beginning of March.
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The government does not offer Bosweide any further protection against noise
pollution when broadening the A4
The government wants to broaden the A4 to battle the daily traffic jams. One lane will
be added on both sides. At Bosweide the A4 goes from 9 to 11 lanes. Because the A4 in
our region is not located along important nature areas, this project was not affected by
the construction shutdown due to nitrogen emissions. The design for the expansion
will be made public at the end of March this year. Residents of Bosweide and the
residents' association had asked questions to the municipality of The Hague and the
Ministry of Transport and Public Works about the effect on the noise level. That is why
representatives of the municipality of The Hague and the ministry came to Bosweide
to discuss the concerns about noise pollution. The officials said that the broadening of
the A4 at Bosweide does indeed lead to an increase in noise, but that the noise will
remain within the standards, meaning that no further measures are needed to reduce
the noise. This in contrast to Leidschenveen and Leidschendam, where the existing
noise barriers will be raised from 3 to 5 meters. After the publication of the official
design, the public can submit objections in the form of what is called a “zienswijze”.
That is the only legal possibility to do something about the noise. A decision on the
design will then be made in 2021, the so-called Route Decision. Objections in the form
of a “zienswijze” can also be submitted at that time, but only in the case that you have
already submitted a “zienswijze” at the design stage.
The increase in the percentage of electric cars will not lead to less noise pollution from
the A4, since above 90 km/hour the noise comes more from the interaction between
the tires and the road than from the engine.
Since the average electric car is heavier than the average petrol engine car, the noise
from the highway will only increase with the increase in the amount of electric cars.
Low-noise tires could have a substantial impact, producing up to 10 dB less noise, but
there is no policy to promote the use of these types of tires
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Replace dead willows
As previously reported, the dead willows next to the water at the Laan van Hoornwijck
would be replaced. That happened last November. There is now a complete row of
healthy willows.
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Meeting residents with residents' association regarding cycle paths
On January 22 there was a meeting in the Piet Vink Center of residents of Bosweide
with the residents association Bosweide to try to come to a joint agenda concerning
the cycle paths in Bosweide. Contributions had already been made via e-mail. People
discussed the different ideas and propositions.
The key question was what people thought would the best layout of the Postenkade
and Ringelwikke. Like now (1), first 4 m cycle path, then 2 m green area including
lampposts and then the current 0.8-1 m footpath. Or as the municipality suggested (2),
first 1.6 m green strip with lampposts, then the 4 m cycle path, then 0.4 m green strip
and finally an elevated footpath with the current width (0.8-1 m). Or as the residents'
association suggests (3), first 1 m green area, then the 4 m cycle path, then 0.5 m
green area with the lampposts and on the right a widened footpath of 1.5 meters. A
large majority supported the proposal from the Bosweide residents' association.

Choice for cycle
paths

As now (1) Proposal
government (2)
2
2

Proposal residents’
association (3)
13
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The remaining questions could be answered in a table. Measures 10 and 11 were in
fact identical and are therefore only listed in the table below at 11. Measures 14-18
were submitted as proposals via e-mail or on the spot. Most of the discussion was
about whether the poles on the cycle path at the crossings of the bike paths with the
roads should be maintained and whether the first intersection of the Boswinde with
the Postenkade should be changed or not.
measure
1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16
17
18

height difference between footpath and cycle path
remove lighting between bicycle and footpath and
placing on the other side of the cycle path
space between footpath and cycle path at least 50 cm
not alter Postenkade from Ypenburgse Boslaan until
shortly before the intersection with the Guirlande at
numbers 61-63 (3rd intersection from the start)
divert moped traffic around Bosweide, not through
Bosweide
use of mirrors at transitions
illuminated LED lighting at intersections to indicate
approaching cyclists and pedestrians
ripples in the cycle path at intersections
maintain poles next to cycle path at intersections
at the intersection of the footpath between Wingerd
72 and 74 with the cycle path of the Ringelwikke,
move the cycle path 2 m but to the rear, to create a
buffer zone
at the intersection of the footpath between Wingerd
72 and 74 with the cycle path of the Ringelwikke, put
warning stripes on the cycle path
placing barriers at the start of the footpath behind the
clubhouse of the tennis club
place a fence along cycle path at the top of the slope
near the opening to prevent cycling straight down
narrow transition cycle path
increase barrier for cars at intersection
place logs along cycle path at the top of the slope
near the opening to prevent cycling straight down
stripes on cycle path at crossings

in
neutral
favour
1
4
1
3

against

important

14
16

6 against
4 against

16
7

1
7

1
3

5 in favour
1 against

15

4

2

7
12

10
6

2
3

10 in
favour
3 in favour
3 in favour

13
8

3
4

6
6

3 in favour
3 against

5

11

2

13

7

2

12

7

1

15

3

3

1
5
1
1

1 against,
1 in favour
4 in favour

3 in favour
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Meeting residents’ association with the municipality of The Hague
On the 4th of February, 4 representatives of the municipality came to the secretariat of
the Bosweide residents' association at the Serpentine 1. It was agreed to first walk
together through Bosweide to see the various bottlenecks, but a heavy rain smothered
this plan. Therefore the discussion was started directly. Unfortunately, opinions turned
out to be far apart on most points. The municipality continued to adhere to the
desired layout of first 2 meters of green strip with lampposts (situation 2) and a
footpath that does not need to be widened. Although the municipality admitted that
the current width of 0.8-1m is rather narrow for a footpath, and also that it would
have been better if it had originally been made wider, the municipality was categorical
in its view that their plan is a bicycle plan and therefore a widening of the footpath
can’t be part of their plan. In addition, the costs would be too high if the footpath were
to be broadened. The municipality did, however, report that the footpath would not
be elevated compared to the cycle path. That at least was one positive notice.
According to the municipality, a green strip must be at least 60 cm wide before it can
be fitted with lampposts, and the lampposts must therefore be to the left of the cycle
path. However, our proposal to widen the green strip between the footpath and the
cycle path to 60 cm, to make it possible to maintain the lampposts between the cycle
path and footpath, was not enthusiastically received by the municipality. They would
investigate, they said, but it was clear that the municipality was not charmed by the
proposal to leave the lampposts between the bicycle and footpath.
The municipality agreed to the proposal to leave the first two crossings of the
Postenkade with the Boswinde, starting from the Ypenburgse Boslaan, unaltered and
only to shift the cycle path starting from about 40m before the third intersection.
The plea to lead moped traffic around Bosweide was received neutrally by the
municipality. They would investigate if it was possible.
Placing barriers at the start of the footpath behind the tennis club was not considered
useful by the municipality, since it would be easy to go around. The idea would
nevertheless be taken into consideration.
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Regarding the poles on the bike paths, the municipality was very adamant that they
should be removed, since they apparently result in too many unilateral accidents.
There were also discussions about other options for slowing down bicycle traffic on the
cycle paths. The municipality only wants to slow down bicycle traffic to a very limited
extent, as it believes that on a continuous cycle path there should be as few obstacles
as possible for cyclists. However, applying ribs on the cycle path on or before the
intersections with the roads will be considered by the municipality.

The plea to equalize the start of the footpath next to the Postenkade, from the
Ypenburgse Boslaan, which is now elevated, was heard by the municipality but was not
received enthusiastically. It was indicated that this was in practice difficult to
implement.
A more favourable response was received to the request to look at the connection of
the footpath between Wingerd 72 and 74 and the Ringelwikke. In particular, a change
in the placement of the barriers there could be considered.
There was also a relatively favourable response to the request to look at the
connection of the Ringelwikke to the cycle path along the Ypenburgse Boslaan. At this
intersection the visibility in two directions is poor.
The illogical crossing of the Postenkade with the Ypenburgse Boslaan, where cars have
priority over cyclists, but pedestrians over cars, is the responsibility of the Urban
Development Service, according to the officials, and the request to investigate this
crossing would therefore be parked at this service.

At the end of the meeting, the officials announced that their proposal, which was on
the agenda for the Living Environment Committee of the municipality of The Hague for
the 19th of March, would be withdrawn, as no agreement had been reached. The
officials pointed out that this withdrawal will most likely result in the bicycle paths not
being adjusted before the bicycle bridge will be opened in May. We pointed out that
this is unfortunate, but it is better to have a good plan that is supported by the
residents of Bosweide, rather than a flawed plan that needs to be adjusted later on.
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General Members' Meeting on March the 18th at the Piet Vink Center
The annual GMM will be in the Piet Vink Center on Wednesday March the 18th, from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. The Renewable Heat Foundation will give a number of presentations
on the following subjects:
• District heating CO2 neutral - state of affairs (Frank Lentz)
• Postal code rose project (solar panels on roof Lyceum, Richard van Vliet)
• Mechanical ventilation project (Erik Carton)
• Energy party (Harrie Teeuws)
Make a report on 14-070 or website municipality of The Hague
To support safer bicycle paths and footpaths, residents can call the municipality (14070) or make a report on the website of the municipality of The Hague. For example,
unevenness in a footpath can be reported, or a request can be made to widen the
footpath. The more residents make such reports, the more the municipality will be
under pressure to do something.
Ypenburg air quality on the internet
The RIVM institute has measuring stations throughout the Netherlands that measure
the quality of the air every day. There are two measuring stations in The Hague, of
which one in Ypenburg, namely at the Bleriotlaan. The air quality can be viewed on the
following website:
https://www.luchtmeetnet.nl/meetpunten?station=NL10446&component=PM10
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Trees on hillside
Due to the strong wind, some of the tires that fasten the trees on the slope near the
motorway have loosened. This issue has been passed on to the community of The
Hague and has been picked up by them.

